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THE sculptor Bill Walton was born in 

Camden, N.J., in 1931 and died there in 

2010. He briefly studied art at the Insti-

tute of Design in Chicago, and his career 

centered on Philadelphia, where he 

worked as a commercial printer, taught 

printmaking at the Moore College of Art 

and Design (1974-1990) and, starting in 

1971, had a succession of 17 solo shows 

that established him as something of a local art hero. His work appeared in New York in two-per-

son shows at the Condesco Lawler Gallery in 1996 and at Thatcher Projects in 1998, but not much 

notice was taken.

Lucky for us, we are now getting another chance in the form of a stunning New York solo debut 

of 20 pieces, shared by James Fuentes and the just-opened JTT, two galleries on the Lower East 

Side.

The small, terse yet opulent works, in which Walton specialized, straddle the histories of Minimal-

ism and assemblage. At once self-effacing and fiercely ambitious, they anoint him as a sculptor’s 

sculptor, a painter’s sculptor and a poet’s sculptor, all rolled into one. His efforts, which are mostly 

wall pieces, are almost scarily precise and felt.

Walton had an uncanny sensitivity — a painter’s sensitivity — to the texture, weight and color of 

materials and their light-absorbing or reflecting powers. His works are all about contrasts and bal-

ances: wood with metal, raw with painted, shiny with matte, line with plane, folded with volumetric. 
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One piece at Fuentes is simply two 12 ½-inch sticks of laminated plywood, painted green on one 

side and placed parallel to each other, with the green sides oriented in different directions. There 

are recurring echoes of post-Minimalism, especially Joel Shapiro’s early small sculptures and the 

folded paintings of Dorothea Rockburne.

“Complex Roads” at JTT is especially Rockburne-like: a tiny wall work, it consists of a rectangle 

of lead folded over about 10 inches of silver wire that protrudes from one side and the top. Their 

affectionate embrace is characteristic and restated in more dimensional terms in a piece titled 

“Complex Roads (wood/lead)” at Fuentes that involves entwined stubs of tree branches.

Throughout, it is the rightness with which things fit together that feels poetic in Walton’s work: he 

almost invariably achieves a kind of syntactical lock, even when the parts of a piece are simply 

stacked atop one another, either on the floor or, more often, on small cantilevered shelves.

Walton never dated his work, which seems almost insufferably self-assured, but the absent dates 

also make experiential sense. His perfect matings of forms and materials seem driven by a desire 

to achieve something that seems at once eternal and strikingly immediate and, either way, outside 

of time. The indifference to chronology and precedent links Walton to artists like Giorgio Morandi, 

Elie Nadelman and Joseph Cornell.


